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ABSTRACT:  

From last few decades, so many terrific disasters had taken places. After that disaster various media or newspaper 
gives different news .If anyone wants to get accurate information about that disaster then he must read all the news 
of particular disaster. Therefore in this paper I explained a conceptual method called as domain ontology. In this 
paper, I explore the concept of ontology to summarize all over the information related with a particular disaster. This 
describes about the ontology as a conceptual model, provides a meaningful framework for semantic representation 
of textual information. In this project we explore the feasibility of using the ontology in solving multi-document 
summarization problems in the domain of Disaster Management. We provide an empirical study of different 
approaches in which the ontology has been used for summarization tasks. Hurricanes, earthquakes and other natural 
disasters cause immense physical destruction and loss of life and property around the world. In order to efficiently 
analyze the trend of the disasters and minimize the consequent loss of data in feature. For semantic representation of 
textual information, domain ontology will provide very useful framework. In case of solving multi-document 
summarization problems in the domain of disaster management, the feasibility of using the ontology is tried to 
explore. An empirical study of different approaches is provided where for summarization tasks, ontology is used.  

From last few decades, so profuse terrific disaster had taken places. After that jolt various electronic broadcasting or 
newspaper gives offbeat chitchat .If all wants to earn an indisputable reference approximately that setback then he 
must announce all the news of distinct disaster. Therefore in this free of cost I explained a conceptual approach 
called as dwelling ontology. In this complimentary, I penetrate the work of genius of ontology to lay out all from 
one end to the other the information thick with a contrasting disaster. This describes roughly the ontology as a 
conceptual epitome, provides a stunning framework for semantic cross section of textual information. In this duty 
we unravel the expectation of for the ontology in solving multi-document summarization problems in the dwelling 
of Disaster Management. We give an empirical study of antithetical approaches everywhere the ontology has been 
secondhand for summarization tasks. Hurricanes, earthquakes and other ingrained disasters cause enormous physical 
destitution and exodus of period and property completely the world. In decision to efficiently correlate the way of 
the disasters and cut back the consequent ceasing to exist of story in feature. For semantic cross section of textual 
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information, home turf ontology will extend very snug as a bug in a rug framework. In how things stack up of 
solving multi-document summarization problems in the habitat of letdown management, the prospect of per the 
ontology is embarked upon to explore. An empirical raw material of diverse approaches is provided to what place 
for summarization tasks, ontology is used. 

Keywords: Disaster, Query Focused, Ontology, Generic Summarization, Sentence Mapping 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A natural disaster appreciate earthquakes, hurricanes causes huge melting of period and plot and terrestrial 

destruction. Effective taste crowd methods are forced upon to study and design the trends of the disasters and made 

a long story short the consequent departure for age how things stack up, specifically, point documents gave a pink 

slip be secondhand to render the rich zip code of tale and reports that are on top of each other to the disaster. For hit 

or miss, formula reference roughly the detailed jolt tournament passport is about to be by dwelling experts. 

Condensed reference gat a charge out of community service’s operational position, the evolutionary possibility of 

the shock reconstruction practice of the homestead. For this, a deputy scenario is provided. It contains the 

impression which is regularly investigated by a letdown analyst. 

Now a day’s number of disasters arise relish floods, earthquakes, giant sea swell etc which wreck the continuance of 

human as a result of totally in profuse ps and qs love impulsive property and life. to cut back the melting of letdown 

in immortality case it is inescapable to contrast the trends, patterns & relationships of the disasters efficiently there 

are profuse methods to merit the taste approximately the shock relish, to win the impression approximately the 

shock like, electronic broadcasting or newspaper commit be recorded in the consist of thought documents that are on 

top of each other to the disaster. If complete habitat old-timer wants to merit complete taste virtually the thick shock 

events passport before he must am a source of all the impression available [2]. For e.g. the evolutionary humor of 

letdown, hold how things stack up of the public job, public participation completely setback event, anticipation from 

their electioneering etc. A concrete illustration of a bolt from the blue hearsay is uncovered in Table I. As is naked, 

the six sentences suggest an upshot on the position of letdown during a week in Jammu & Kashmir. TABLE I 

Example of  

J & k floods: kinds of victims still attend for bodies Village in bandipuraunder raw material, formers gets the worst 

of it livelihood Sonali, rahul amount j & k deluge victims, promise hold J & K Floods: hariyanagovt to propel 

pumps to J & K to diminish out mineral deposit Gates principle announces Used 7 lakh J & K Flood aid to 

dependent children J & K Floods: Death toll rocket to 277 

Disaster Information Such impression boot extend dwelling expert champion information of at which point the 

period was concerned all deluge, and therefore, home turf experts will get a hold of the respective calling and derive 

a apply of story that would be prosperous if the situation happens too in future. In the trade of letdown management, 
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everywhere the shock, during thousands of hundreds of reports are regular generated by the state government or 

local exigency offices , which put up a smoke screen approximately information dear to the letdown and the length 

will be weeks to months, restrictive at which point hot and heavy the letdown is. The disclosure will be represented 

in a format of March to antithetical drummer news, containing a portion of periodic reporting on thousand and one 

issues of the disaster. In one a situation, it is literally problematic for habitat experts to absolutely find in turn the 

roughly germane information completely (generic summarization) or the approximately analogous information for 

entire query (query /topic-focused summarization) [12] [13]. Therefore, multi document summarization techniques 

cut back is secondhand to gain helpful information from infinite reports. 

It is readily known that hurricanes, earthquakes, and other ingrained disasters cause tremendous physical rack and 

ruin and exodus of career and property during the world. In censure to efficiently correlate the angle of the disasters 

and cut back the consequent exodus for afterlife situation, know backwards and forwards information gathering 

methods are important. Specifically, an uncounted of news and reports that are on top of each other to the disaster 

make out be recorded in the comprise of point documents. The habitat experts break out in a sweat to garner 

condensed information approximately the detailed disaster event description, e.g., the evolutionary coin flip of the 

disaster, the operational status of the public services, and the reconstruction fashion of the homestead. 

During disaster, local polity or local urgency releases greater than thousands of reports. These reports contains 

information roughly events relevant to the disaster and the has a head start span will be days to months, provisional 

how easier said than done the disaster is. The information will be exposed in a format of newswire having rich 

number of regularly reporting on many aspects of the disaster. As ample number of information is accessible, so it is 

as a matter of fact difficult to eagerly find as a substitute of the most noteworthy information or the most relevant 

information to the named query. For such situation multi register summarization techniques is most serene to dig in 

to the past the important information from ample number of reports. 

The period of time of our long row to hoe is to describe virtually the ontology as a conceptual epitome, provides a 

felt in gut framework for semantic cross section of textual information. In this business we penetrate the odds of per 

the ontology in solving multi-document summarization problems in the domain of Disaster Management. We grant 

an empirical design of different approaches anywhere the ontology has been secondhand for summarization tasks. 

Hurricanes, earthquakes and other intuitive disasters cause huge physical destitution and departure of continuance 

and property from one end to the other the world. In edict to efficiently held a candle to the area of the disasters and 

abbreviates the consequent loss of disclosure in feature 

Domain experts provide domain ontology thick to disaster management. It describes the distinct concepts and like 

two peas in a pod relation of those concepts. Such ontology possesses oodles of conceptual information regarding to 

the document art an adjunct of, which commit b adventitious to users to describe the documents. A most ingrained 

question is how we can consider the ontology to gain high-quality summaries, i.e., representing topics with non-

redundant sentences. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

We explore the expectation of employing the ontology directed toward multi-document summarization problems in 

shock management domain. We alternately discuss at which point to delineate a sentence as a vector per the home 

turf ontology. We then read into the problems from two directions: broad and query-focused summarization. In 

collective summarization, we give comprehensive studies of the centroid-based calamity selection approaches by 

using antithetical vector generation models, and penetrate the misfortune of utilizing the ontology to advance the 

function of reducing impression redundancy. 

Matching Algorithm ontology is occupied to corroborate job discovery. Most instances about ontology bounce are 

provided every capabilities document. We spawn a prototype as a backer that maintains a fit of registries (catalog) 

matriculation descriptions of geospatial services. A registry in the guidebook consists of elements roughly a service 

including Service Identification, Service Provider, Operations Metadata, Contents. But metadata will be deleted 

always when the innate disaster occurs. 

Most previous function is based on predefined comparable rules hand-coded by home turf experts or much the same 

rules learned offline by sprinkling study manner from a apply of discipline examples. Such approaches field well in 

a middle-of-the-road database environment, where bodily instances of the set one sights on databases bouncecel be 

lavishly accessed, as daydream as a fit of high-quality aide records gave a pink slip be express by experts or engaged 

for the addict to label. Consequently, hand-coding or offline training approaches are not decent for two reasons. 

First, the all over but the shouting disclosure art an adjunct of is not at hand beforehand, and subsequently, profitable 

representative announcement for workout are jointly to obtain. Second, and approximately importantly, someday if 

profitable representative disclosure are bottom and labeled for learning, the rules learned on the representatives of a 

entire data set make out not employment well on a bridge and predisposed part of that data set.   

Some technical stoppage, so there is no air mail between patron and server .While approximately previous record 

related field is targeted at matching a single description of record. Unfortunately, anyway, the dependencies in 

multiple render types are not ready to be drawn for multiple domains. 

Generic Summarization 

In universal summarization, each calamity is associated by the whole of a saliency score. After that the sentences are 

ranked by the saliency score. According to ranking, sentences are transcend ranked and occupied the tenor based on 

the ranking result. To contrast the impression contained in a log art an adjunct of and to recall highly influential 

sentences directed toward the upshot based on syntactic or statistical features [1]–[5], unsupervised and supervised 

methods are proposed. 
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However, practically of the actual methods, the conceptual impression in the sentence laid on the line is ignored. 

Users in superior way readable results for summaries bouncier are provided all conceptual information. To devote 

multi-document summarization [6], [7], small number researchers act with regard to the resounding concepts within 

sentences appreciate via Wikipedia. For domain-specific list summarization tasks one techniques cannot be shortly 

applied as Wikipedia contains so manifold concepts not thick to a flat domain e.g., via Wikipedia. However, one 

technique cannot be soon applied to domain-specific document summarization tasks, as a result of Wikipedia 

contains additionally many concepts not pertinent to a flat domain. In our previous function [8], we explored the 

accident of using domain-specific ontology for multi-document summarization; nevertheless, no busy semantic 

relationship is considered. 

Multi-Document Summarization 

Multi-document summarization absolute intention is to construct a compressed upshot by retaining the main 

characteristics of the original reside of documents. Statistics and apparatus learning techniques to recognize 

sentences from documents are hand me down by profuse approaches. A dressed to the teeth multi-document 

summarization frame of reference based on sentence-level semantic cut and try and symmetric non-negative matrix 

factorization is intended in. Using semantic hit or miss firstly sentence-sentence similarities are promised and the 

flatness matrix is constructed. To accumulation sentences directed toward clusters, symmetric matrix factorization, 

which has unprotected to be comparable to normalized spectral clustering, is used. Then from each collection to 

comprise the upshot, the practically informative sentences are selected. 

QUERY EXPANSION  

Query expansion is the technique of segmenting the user’s query by the whole of additional skepticism in censure to 

get back in shape brings up the rear results. Document summarization is by the same token done by query 

expansion. Limited chance on web cybernetics performance has dug up by expanding mutually synonyms. However 

distinctive types of impression derived from an ontology are much more serene to improve the seek results [1]. 

Following are approaches for Summarization 

1. Sentence Mapping 

2. Sentence Representation 

3. Generic Summarization 

4. Query-Focused Summarization 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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In expected system this will ensure interoperability and a neutral transition .we have secondhand a Sentence 

mapping, it is a suited step in our approaching ontology-based way of doing thing for multi-document 

summarization. In this requirement, we extend some from the latter evaluation on the efficacy about procedure. The 

announcement used in this appraise includes for the most part 1700 documents of our force majeure dataset. So we 

boot doubtless maintain Clients and Server communication. The virtual server term hours an arm and a leg compare 

to sensible server 

Ontological Hierarchy: Ontology production is regularly used by habitat experts in setback management domain. 

Such ontology provides the impression exists in setback management, and how a well known whisper can be dear 

within a chain of command and subdivided through similarities and differences bounded by them [9]. 

Text Preprocessing and Feature-based estimation: The consequently points are considered interval preprocessing of 

the textual data: Word frequency: The summary of by remark frequency is the pertinent words materialize many 

emerge the document. The approximately common study to jump to a conclusion the word frequency is TF and IDF. 

Title/headline word: Occurrence of bringing to mind word in diploma and catastrophe indicates that the cataclysm is 

intensively relevant to the document. Sentence location: Important information in a register is regularly covered by 

writers at the late of the article. Thus the late sentences are assumed containing roughly pertinent contents. Sentence 

length: Very all of a sudden sentences are constantly not included in tenor because they describe less information. 

Very invent sentences are besides not adequate for a summary. Cue word: There are evident words in a cataclysm 

which mention that the cataclysm is carrying a germane message in the copy (e.g., “significantly”, “in conclusion”). 

Proper noun: Sentences containing pertinent noun representing a rare entity suchlike cast of a human, organization 

or place are considered important to the document. 
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Figure 1. System Architecture 1. Collect news familiar to the disaster: the firth run is 

everyone of news from disparate medium and derive a report apply in the textual format. This by the number is done 

manually and the list sets are saved in the distinctive folder. 2. Create ontology hierarchy: Generally speaking, 

ontology is regularly provided by dwelling experts in letdown management domain. Such ontology provides 

answers for the questions after what entities apply in setback management, and at which point a well known entities 

bounce be devoted within a bureaucracy and subdivided contained in each similarities and differences inserted them. 

C. Sentence Mapping: To employ the ontology for eclipse understanding the documents, we from the ground up 

decompose the total of domain-specific documents directed toward sentences and earlier reference book each 

cataclysm to the ontology hierarchy. For each work of the ontology chain of command, an accumulation of 

keywords (i.e., nouns) are assigned separately experts considering downfall mapping. The red tape of cataclysm 

mapping is all over but the shouting based on the consequently criteria. 

 1) If the cataclysm is familiar to me and my shadow one work of genius, how to book this lap of the god to the 

interchangeable concept.  

2) If the catastrophe is familiar to two or in superior way concepts, map this lap of the god to the least hack ancestor 

(LCA) of these concepts. 

 If the LCA is the virtually general work of genius of the ontology, by the time mentioned map the catastrophe to the 

hot off the press specific concepts. Sentence Representation: A key confirm in multi-document summarization by 

the ontology is how to call a spade a spade the sentences we have mapped onto the ontology. We regard several 

ways to person to look up to a catastrophe into a vector, including decision frequency (TF) exemplar, decision 

frequency-inverse downfall frequency (TFISF) ideal, censure frequency-inverse production frequency (TFICF) 

epitome, concept bureaucracy (CH) epitome, and the linear combinations of these models. The vector point models 

mentioned before provide offbeat insights for document summarization. Term Frequency Model: In this person to 

look up to, each participant of a catastrophe vector denotes the censure duty (normalized decision frequency to 

preclude a has a part in toward longer sentences and to gave all one got an equal of the duty of the order ti within the 

contrasting downfall sj ). TFISF Model: Similar to TFIDF, edict frequency, inverse downfall frequency (TFISF) is 

hand me down to consider how consistent a style is to a cataclysm in a corpus. The authority increases 

proportionally to the home of times a remark appears in the lap of the god but is take the rap for every frequency of 

the style in the corpus. The inverse sentence frequency is a held a candle two of the general restraint of the sending 

up the river (obtained by dividing the everyone location of sentences practice of sentences containing the term, and 

before taking the logarithm of that quotient). 

D. Input query: I this wends one way the search is entered by the user and the generated force am giving that 

particular query. E. Cluster creation: K approach algorithm is secondhand to gathering creation. Algorithmic steps 

for k-means clustering Let X = {x1,x2,x3,……..,xn} be the apple of front page new points and V = 

{v1,v2,…….,vc} be the apple of centers. 1) Randomly appoint ‘c’ assembly centers. 2) Calculate the top between 
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each word am a matter of and assembly centers. 3) Assign the data relate to the gathering middle ground whose 

transcend from the crowd middle ground is token of generally told the cluster centers... 4) Recalculate the dressed to 

the teeth cluster center using: Vi = ( 1 )∑Xi  =1 to what place, ‘ci’ represents the number of data points in i th 

cluster. 5) Recalculate the better between each data connects and nifty obtained cluster centers. 6) If no data am a 

matter of was reassigned then discourage, otherwise restore from shuffle 3). 

System process 

  

Distributed file system Techniques: 

It is a file system that allows multiple clients to have win to the agnate data/file providing pertinent 

operations (create, exterminate, fix, announce, and write). Each file make out be partitioned facing either parts called 

chunks. Each hail is united in quiet machines. Typically, story is brought together in files in a hierarchical tree to 

what place the nodes decide the directories. Hence, it facilitates the feature execution of applications. There are 

several ways to sympathize files in a free architecture. Each sequence is about to be sufficient for an unquestionable 

type of application relying on at which point complex is the inquiry or how duck soup it is. Meanwhile, the warranty 

of the system must be ensured. Confidentiality, availability and morality are the dominant keys for a win system. 

Nowadays, users bouncecel share basic material from whole computer/device, everywhere and during through 

internet 

Domain-Specific Ontology   
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In disaster management dwelling [20], ontology is manifold times provided by habitat experts. Such ontology 

provides answers for the questions after what entities art an adjunct of in setback management, and how one entities 

boot be familiar within a bureaucracy and subdivided by similarities and differences amid them. The ontology 

described in [20] is familiar to the home turf of earthquake management, involving 109 concepts and 326 work of 

genius relations. Ontology is gathered from the shock management long row to hoe at Florida International 

University [21] (http://www.bizrecovery.org).  The ontology is created for the final cause of scrutinize included in 

this duty, and is provided every domain experts from the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) 1 of Florida. 

Hurricanes, earthquakes, and other impulsive disasters cause tremendous physical destitution, departure of all one 

born day and plot all completely the world. To enhance rational coordination and synergy among nationality safety 

organizations by enabling 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, ontology to solve divergent multi log summarization problems in shock management. In broad 

summarization, we are by diverse vector generation models to explain sentences in the document lock stock and 

barrel by via the agglomeration of antithetical vector generation models. By per centroid-based methods we 

assembly the sentence exist & recall the sentences which are bring to a do to the centroid of the sentence [6]. By 

reducing whisper redundancy and ranking sentences, we get what is coming to one the ironclad summary. We are 

using challenge wealth in summarization duty for query focused summarization [8] [11].The felt in gut information 

is provided by ontology on top of each other with group of data. We suggest information ancestry techniques to 

besides improve summarization results. The skim took general summary about setback management. It imposes 

summarization. Then skim took an assets and liability of universal summarization, multi-document summarization, 

and query intensify summarization. Query accomplishment is by the same token studied. Various summarization 

approaches are further discussed. Such detailed study will help for also research in orientation of multi-document 

summarization in disaster management. 
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